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People’s primary impression of a city is made by the feeling of a street in this city. 
We can say that street is a window of urban image. But in nowadays, many disadvantages 
appeared in our street reconstruction，which led to street vitality died out. Aiming this 
situation, the thesis analyzed the questions that urban street exist at present by observing 
the Pozi Street in Changsha, and discussed the reasons and countermeasures. Then the 
thesis summed up many effective methods, which can make the street vitality appear 
again.  
As the beginning of the thesis is the experience of the author about the Pozi Street in 
Changsha and a brief review of the street historical background and original atmosphere, 
then the author expounded the situation in four aspects: commercial facilities 
distribution，street pattern，architectural appearance and street atmosphere. According to 
the contrast of before and now, come to conclusion that vitality of Pozi Street died out. 
On this basis, the author explained the main reason in six aspects such as functional 
partition, the development mode that eager for quick success and instant benefit, profit 
maximization and so on. 
 According to the on-the-spot investigation of many streets in Xiamen and 
Changsha and experiences of foreign successful cases, the author summed up many 
effective methods such as the increase of small shops, to improve the bottom space of 
building, infill reconstruction mode, to advocate the coordination of commonness and 
characteristics and so on. During the description and analysis, the author used real 
examples in life as much as possible in order to explain the ideas and theories clearly. 
In the end, the author tried to imitate reconstruction combined with the actual 
situation of the Pozi Street by the extraction of these effective countermeasures. The 
conclusion is: the street vitality will appear again by using these effective 
countermeasures according to the actual situation. 
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